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Abstract

The geometries of some 170 examples of calcium-carboxylate interactions from crystal structures of calcium complexes are reviewed. Calcium-carboxylate interactions fall into three main categories: a unidentate mode in which the Ca ion binds to only one of the carboxylate O atoms; a bidentate mode in which the carboxylate ion uses both O atoms to chelate the Ca ion; and an additional chelation mode, the α mode, that is observed when a suitable ligand for the Ca ion is attached at the α position and in which chelation of the Ca ion is achieved by use of the α substituent together with one of the carboxylate O atoms. The three modes show distinct geometrical preferences, but in each there is a strong tendency for the Ca ion to lie near the plane of the carboxylate group. In general, there is little tendency for a Ca ion to be collinear with the C–O bond. The unidentate examples cluster on both sides of the C–O bond, with most Ca ions lying at Ca–O–C angles of about 150–170° on the side away from the second O atom of the carboxylate group, or 110–140° on the side toward the second O atom. The Ca ions bound in the bidentate mode are confined to a restricted region by interactions with both O atoms of the carboxylate groups; these Ca ions occur at Ca–O–C angles of about 90°. In the α-chelation mode, Ca ions are restricted to a narrow region with Ca–O–C angles of about 110–130°. There is an apparent correlation between Ca–O distance and Ca–O–C angle; examples with shorter Ca–O distances tend to be those with more nearly linear Ca–O–C angles.

Introduction

As part of a systematic study of the structural chemistry of the Ca ion, we have compiled crystallographic data on the interactions of this cation with certain specific types of ligands. From the distribution of observed calcium-ligand geometries, we have sought features of a general nature that might aid in understanding the stereochemistry of this cation. An analysis of calcium-water interactions has been published (Einspahr & Bugg, 1980). We present here the results of a second study, an analysis of the interactions between Ca ions and carboxylate* groups as observed in a variety of crystal structure determinations. A preliminary report of this work has been published (Einspahr & Bugg, 1977).

Experimental

We have examined 54 crystal structures that display calcium-carboxylate interactions. The structures include 59 crystallographically independent Ca ions, which are coordinated to a total of 94 crystallographically independent carboxylate groups. Ca ions are usually found to bind several carboxylate groups. The most commonly observed number is three, and the carboxylate groups so bound may be crystallographically independent or symmetry-related. Carboxylate groups are likewise found to coordinate to more than one Ca ion; the most common number is two Ca ions. For the purpose of our analysis, we divide the calcium-carboxylate interactions into the three general categories depicted in Fig. 1. Those calcium interactions with only one O atom of a carboxylate group are classified as unidentate (Fig. 1a); there are 105 such examples. Those interactions involving chelation by the pair of O atoms from a single carboxylate group are classified as bidentate (Fig. 1c); there are 29 examples of this type. A third mode of interaction that we have analyzed involves those carboxylate derivatives that chelate Ca ions through a carboxylate O atom acting in concert with a suitable ligand (O or N) that is bonded to the atom in the α position of the derivative (Fig. 1b). We included 36 examples of this type of interaction, which we designate as the α mode.

* A report of the crystal structure of a calcium-mandelate-acetate complex containing acetic-acid solvate molecules has appeared (Cameron & Duffin, 1977). The positions of the H atoms in this structure are not fixed with certainty, and there are suggestions of disorder in the H-bonding scheme. Nevertheless, it appears clear that, whatever arrangement the H atoms assume, this structure must contain the only examples we find of binding of Ca ions by un-ionized carboxyl groups.
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These crystal structures also include several examples of more complex patterns that involve one or more ligands in addition to a carboxylate group in the chelation of a Ca ion. We have assigned each of these more complex chelation examples to either the unidentate or the α categories (Fig. 1a,b). Most of these complex examples include a ligand atom attached to the α position and follow the general trend that is observed for the simple α chelates; these examples are included in the α category. The few remaining examples of complex chelation geometries appear indistinguishable from typical unidentate interactions, and they are included in the unidentate category. We find no examples of complex chelation patterns in which both O atoms of the carboxylate group are coordinated to the Ca ion (the bidentate mode).

In a few cases, it seemed difficult to distinguish between the unidentate and bidentate modes by simple inspection. In those cases, examples were assigned to the unidentate category if three criteria were satisfied: (1) one of the two Ca--O--C angles was greater than 100°, (2) the ratio of the two Ca--O distances to the two O atoms of the carboxylate group was outside the range 0.833--1.20, and (3) one of the Ca--O distances to the carboxylate group in question was significantly longer than all other Ca--O distances within the calcium coordination polyhedron. Otherwise the interaction was included in the bidentate category. In most cases, it was immediately clear whether a particular interaction was an example of the unidentate or the bidentate mode.

The 54 crystal structures from which we draw examples do not represent a complete tabulation. We may have overlooked a few structure determinations that belong in our survey. We have purposely excluded from the survey a small number of structure determinations that give evidence of insufficient accuracy. So as to minimize the subjective aspects of this culling, each rejected structure was required to demonstrate evidence of both (1) poor data and/or poor refinement as judged by the usual indices (for example, all but one of the rejected structures have R indices greater than 0.15), and (2) improbable distortions of molecular geometry, especially multiple aberrations in the carboxylate geometry. Culled from the survey by application of these criteria are all structure determinations based only on projection data and all structure determinations with R indices greater than 0.15. Also eliminated are all examples in which the carboxylate group has a C--O bond longer than 1.4 Å, or in which the sum of the three angles about the carboxylate C atom is less than 359°. References to the structure reports that contribute examples to this study are shown in Table 1.

**Geometry of the carboxylate group**

The distribution of carboxylate geometries was examined in order to assess the quality of the accumulated set of calcium-carboxylate examples. Histograms showing the observed distributions of C--O and C--C bond distances, and C--C--O and O--C--O bond angles are shown in Fig. 2(a,b,c,d). Fig. 2(e) shows the distribution of a parameter Δ, which is the absolute value of the deviation from 360° of the sum of the three bond angles about the carboxylate C atom. We have selected Δ as a measure of carboxylate planarity. The Δ distribution and the distributions of C--C bond distances and C--C--O bond angles include only those carboxylate examples that have a C atom in the α position. The average carboxylate group included in this survey has C--O distances of 1.25 Å, a C--C distance of 1.52 Å, C--C--O angles of 118°, an O--C--O angle of 124°, and is within 0.1° of planarity as judged by the parameter Δ. As may be seen in Fig. 2, the observed carboxylate distances and angles appear to form normal distributions with estimated standard deviations of 0.02 Å and 2°, respectively. The sample contains only 10 examples with Δ values greater than 0.1°, but the range of Δ extends to 0.6°.

For the most part, the carboxylate groups in these calcium complexes display bond lengths and angles that are typical of those found in other crystal structures of carboxylate derivatives (see, for example, Borthwick, 1980). For calcium-carboxylate interactions of the bidentate mode, however, calcium binding appears to produce some small distortions of the carboxylate bond angles. These effects can be seen from Fig. 2(c) and (d), in which the contributions from bidentate examples are indicated by shaded portions of the histograms. The C--C--O and the O--C--O bond-angle distributions of the bidentate examples differ slightly from those of the rest of the calcium-carboxylate examples. The average O--C--O angle for
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**Fig. 1.** The three most commonly observed modes of calcium-carboxylate interactions. (a) The unidentate mode in which the Ca ion interacts with only one of the two O atoms of the carboxylate group. (b) The α mode in which the Ca ion is chelated by a carboxylate O atom combined with a suitable ligand atom attached to the α position. (c) The bidentate mode in which the Ca ion is chelated by the pair of carboxylate O atoms. [These drawings, as well as those of Figs. 3 and 4, were prepared with the aid of the program ORTEP (Johnson, 1965).]
bidentate examples is about 122°, some 2°, or one standard deviation, smaller than the overall average. Similarly, the average C—C—O angle for the bidentate carboxylate group is about 119° or 1° larger than the overall average value. Thus it appears that interactions of Ca ions with carboxylate groups in the bidentate mode tend to result in smaller O—C—O bond angles.

Parameters describing the geometry of calcium-carboxylate interactions

The calcium-carboxylate interactions in these crystal structures are described according to the coordinate system depicted in Fig. 3. The pertinent features of this reference system are: (1) the ligand O atom of the carboxylate group is at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system, (2) the carboxylate plane is coincident with the xz plane, (3) the C—O bond that joins the carboxylate group is situated in the +x, -z quadrant of the reference system are: (1) the ligand O atom of the carboxylate group is at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system, (2) the carboxylate plane is coincident with the xz plane, (3) the C—O bond that joins the carboxylate group is at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system, (4) the acute angle between the carboxylate C atom and the ligand O atom lies along the y axis, and (5) the coordinate is the distance between the Ca ion and the ligand O atom; (2) 8 is the acute angle between the carboxylate O—C—O bond and the xz plane. The calcium-carboxylate geometries can then be conveniently expressed in terms of spherical coordinates in the following manner: (1) the radial coordinate is the distance between the Ca ion and the ligand O atom; (2) θ is the acute angle between the carboxylate C atom and the ligand O atom, and (3) the coordinate is the distance between the Ca ion and the ligand O atom; (2) 8 is the acute angle between the carboxylate O—C—O bond and the xz plane. The calcium-carboxylate geometries can then be conveniently expressed in terms of spherical coordinates in the following manner: (1) the radial coordinate is the distance between the Ca ion and the ligand O atom; (2) θ is the acute angle between the carboxylate C atom and the ligand O atom, and (3) the angle ϕ is the angle between the x axis and the line joining the Ca ion and the ligand O atom.

Table 1. References to crystal structure reports from which calcium-carboxylate examples are drawn

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Crystal Structure Report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ca(Hydrazinecarboxylate)2·H2O</td>
<td>Acta Cryst. 1974, 870-874.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca(5-Hydroxy-1,2-Dioxyacetate)·H2O</td>
<td>Acta Cryst. 1979, 939-941.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca(5-Hydroxy-1,2-Dioxyacetate)·H2O</td>
<td>Acta Cryst. 1979, 939-941.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

References to crystal structure reports from which calcium-carboxylate examples are drawn are listed in Table 1. The pertinent features of this reference system are: (1) the ligand O atom of the carboxylate group is at the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system, (2) the carboxylate plane is coincident with the xz plane, (3) the C—O bond that joins the carboxylate C atom and the ligand O atom lies along the z axis, and (4) the second O atom of the carboxylate group is situated in the +x, -z quadrant of the xz plane. The calcium-carboxylate geometries can then be conveniently expressed in terms of spherical coordinates in the following manner: (1) the radial coordinate is the distance between the Ca ion and the ligand O atom; (2) θ is the acute angle between the carboxylate C atom and the ligand O atom, and (3) the angle ϕ is the angle between the x axis and the line joining the Ca ion and the ligand O atom.
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Fig. 2. Histograms describing the distribution of carboxylate geometries. (a) C-O distances. (b) C-C distances. (c) C-C-O angles. (d) O-C-O angles. (e) \( \Delta \), the angular deviation from planarity calculated as the positive difference between the sum of the three carboxylate angles (the O-C-O and two C-C-O angles) and 360°.

Fig. 3. Spherical and Cartesian coordinate systems for the description of calcium-carboxylate geometries.

Fig. 4. Stereoscopic representations of calcium-carboxylate interactions.
in each view in a region that is approximately equidistant from the carboxylate O atom and the second ligand atom (not shown), which is attached to the atom in the α position of the carboxylate derivative. Bidentate examples, which are also shown as open circles, cluster on the right side in each view in a region that is nearly equidistant from the two O atoms of the carboxylate group. In these stereoplots, each Ca ion bound in the bidentate mode is represented by two positions, which depict the locations of the Ca ion when each of the two carboxylate O atoms is used as the reference O atom.

Examination of Fig. 4 reveals a number of interesting features about the geometry of calcium-carboxylate interactions in these crystal structures:

1. Ca ions generally lie near the planes of the carboxylate groups.
2. Examples in the bidentate mode are confined to a restricted range by interactions with both O atoms of the carboxylate group. These interactions result in Ca--O--C angles that are near 90°.
3. The α examples also show a restricted range of geometries, but the range is on the side of the C--O bond opposite that of the bidentate mode and Ca--O--C angles are somewhat greater than 90°.
4. The unidentate examples occur in two different regions, one on either side of the C--O bond. Most of these examples have Ca--O--C angles of 110–170°. There are relatively few examples of Ca ions that are nearly collinear with the C--O bond.

Angular distributions

An outstanding feature of these interactions is the tendency for Ca ions to lie near the planes of carboxylate groups. According to the spherical coordinate system defined in Fig. 3, Ca ions that are coplanar with the carboxylate group would have φ values of 0 or 180°. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of φ values that are observed in these crystal structures. As suggested by the stereoplots in Fig. 4, the majority of the examples are clustered near φ values of 0 and 180°. The bidentate examples exhibit φ values near 0°; the α examples exhibit φ values near 180°. The unidentate examples display a much broader distribution of φ values, but there is a clear tendency for these examples to assume values near φ = 0° or φ = 180°. Fig. 6 is a histogram that describes the deviations of Ca ions from the carboxylate planes. All Ca ions in bidentate examples lie within 1 Å of carboxylate planes. The majority of the α examples show deviations of less than 0.6 Å from carboxylate planes, although deviations up to 1.6 Å are found. The unidentate examples display deviations as great as 2.4 Å; but the median deviation for these examples is between 0.4 and 0.6 Å, and the average deviation is 0.6 (5) Å.

Fig. 7 depicts the distribution of Ca--O--C angles. All of the bidentate examples display Ca--O--C angles between 80 and 100°. The Ca--O--C angles of α examples lie in the range 110–140°. The bimodal distribution of unidentate examples is clear from Fig. 7. Most of the unidentate examples with Ca--O--C angles in the 110–140° range have φ values near 0°; most of
the subset with Ca--O--C angles in the 150–170° range have ϕ values near 180°. There is little overlap in the distributions of Ca--O--C angles for the unidentate, bidentate and α modes. The only apparent region of overlap involves the α examples and the subset of unidentate examples with Ca--O--C angles of 110–140°; but, because the α examples occur near ϕ = 180° while the subset of unidentate examples with Ca--O--C angles of 110–140° is confined almost exclusively to the region near ϕ = 0°, the apparent overlap is an artifact. As may be seen in Fig. 4, the actual region of overlap between α and unidentate modes, at Ca--O--C angles of about 130° and ϕ near 180°, involves fewer than about 15 examples.

Lengths of calcium-carboxylate coordination bonds

Fig. 8 shows a series of histograms that describe the distribution of coordination distances between Ca ions and the O atoms of carboxylate groups. The histogram on the left in Fig. 8 shows the overall distribution of Ca--O distances for the 170 unique calcium-carboxylate examples that we accumulated; the four histograms on the right subdivide the overall distribution according to calcium coordination number. In each histogram, a breakdown in terms of the three modes of calcium binding is provided. As was found in the calcium-water study (Einspahr & Bugg, 1980), the majority of the Ca--O distances lie between 2.3 and 2.5 Å. Although Ca--O distances range out to almost 2.75 Å, few examples occur beyond 2.6 Å. In the calcium-water study, no credible examples were found with Ca--O distances less than 2.3 Å. In this study, we find eight examples of calcium-carboxylate interactions with Ca--O distances between 2.2 and 2.3 Å, but no credible examples with Ca--O distances less than 2.2 Å. These eight examples apparently represent unusually strong calcium-carboxylate interactions, and all are found to occur in the unidentate mode.

The three modes show overlapping Ca--O distance distributions that differ (though not significantly in the statistical sense) in mean values. Averages for the unidentate, α, and bidentate modes are 2.38 (7), 2.42 (6) and 2.53 (7) Å, respectively. The tendency for unidentate examples to show shorter Ca--O distances, and bidentate examples longer distances, is also reflected in the series of histograms on the right in Fig. 8, in which the distribution of Ca--O distances is subdivided according to calcium coordination number. As expected, the higher coordination numbers correspond to longer average Ca--O distances. The proportion of unidentate examples decreases with increasing calcium coordination number, while the proportion of bidentate examples increases. The proportion of α examples also increases with increasing calcium coordination number, but in each histogram the peak in the distribution of α examples occurs at a shorter Ca--O distance than that of the bidentate examples. No α or bidentate examples were found in sixfold coordination polyhedra. As was found in the calcium-water study, the most commonly occurring calcium coordination numbers are seven and eight.
Fig. 9 shows the relationship between Ca--O distances and Ca--O--C angles. There appears to be a general tendency for Ca--O distances to decrease as the Ca--O--C angle approaches 180°, and this tendency is seen both in the overall distribution and in the distribution of the unidentate examples only. The longest Ca--O distances correspond to bidentate examples, which have Ca--O--C angles below 100°. All of the Ca--O distances below 2.3 Å correspond to unidentate examples that display Ca--O--C angles in the range 130–180°.

Estimates of the influence of the calcium-carboxylate environment

The 94 unique carboxylate groups that we examined are embedded in a wide variety of crystallographic environments. Each carboxylate O atom in this survey forms from one to three H bonds and/or coordination bonds. All, some or none of these bonds may be to Ca ions or to other metal ions, and each interaction with a metal ion may be of the unidentate, α or bidentate type. About 70% of the carboxylate O atoms that are coordinated to Ca ions form one additional interaction (an H bond or a coordination bond). We encountered no examples of carboxylate O atoms that form no interactions, or that form more than three interactions. About 85% of the carboxylate O atoms are coordinated to at least one metal ion.

Clearly, there are many different patterns in which calcium-carboxylate interactions can occur. For example, we encountered 30 carboxylate groups that form only unidentate interactions with Ca ions. These include 10 examples in which only one O atom of the carboxylate group is coordinated to a Ca ion, 15 examples in which each O atom binds a Ca ion, and five examples in which one of the O atoms binds two Ca ions. In four of these latter examples, the other O atom binds another Ca ion; in one it does not. Of the 29 carboxylate groups that bind Ca ions in the bidentate mode, about a third are not coordinated to any additional Ca ions, and about half bind an additional Ca ion with each of the carboxylate O atoms in a unidentate fashion. About a third of the carboxylate groups that bind Ca ions in the α mode bind no additional Ca ions; apart from three examples that bind an additional Ca ion in the bidentate mode, the remainder occur in several patterns that are combinations of α and unidentate modes. If this variety of patterns is taken as a measure of the diversity of environments in which calcium-carboxylate interactions occur, then it may be concluded that, while certain types of environments are found more frequently than others, no particular environments seem to dominate as influences of calcium-carboxylate geometries. On the contrary, it appears that the observed geometrical features of calcium-carboxylate interactions persist despite a variety of quite different crystallographic environments.

Discussion

The most prominent feature of the distribution of calcium-carboxylate geometries is the clustering of Ca ions in rather restricted regions around the carboxylate groups. Ca ions generally lie near the planes of carboxylate groups, and they are largely confined to two regions that are located to the sides of the coordinating C=O bonds. The geometries are somewhat different for the unidentate, bidentate and α modes of interaction. However, in general, Ca ions are found at Ca--O--C angles in the range of 80–140° in the region between the two carboxylate O atoms, and in the range of 110–170° in the region on the other side of the coordinating C=O bond.

About one third of the carboxylate groups that bind Ca ions do so in the bidentate mode of chelation. The Ca ions bound in the bidentate mode cluster in a restricted region that is approximately equidistant from the carboxylate O atoms, at Ca--O--C angles in the range 80–100°, and close to the carboxylate plane. These geometrical features clearly distinguish the bidentate examples from the other modes of calcium-carboxylate interactions. Such a distinct separation between the bidentate examples and those unidentate examples that lie between the two O atoms of the carboxylate group was not anticipated. The discontinuity between the unidentate and bidentate modes can be seen in Figs. 4 and 9. The distinction is also obvious from the Ca--O distances: the longest Ca--O distance in the bidentate mode is 2.74 Å, which is considerably shorter than 2.97 Å, the lower limit found in unidentate examples for the distance between a Ca ion and the second O atom of the carboxylate group.

The Ca ions in examples of the α mode are all found within a rather narrow range of Ca--O--C angles between about 110 and 140°. However, in contrast to the bidentate mode, many of the α examples show considerable deviations from the carboxylate planes. The observed clustering within a narrow range of Ca--O--C angles is a consequence of the fact that the Ca ions bound in the α mode tend to occupy positions about equidistant from the two ligand atoms, the α substituent and the carboxylate O atom. The distribution of Ca ions relative to the carboxylate plane appears to be correlated with the orientation of the α substituent. While the α substituent usually lies near the plane of the carboxylate group (Dunitz & Strickler, 1968), there is considerable variation in the conformation about the bond between the carboxylate C atom and the atom in the α position. In some examples, α substituents deviate markedly from coplanarity with carboxylate groups, and the Ca ions in these examples
are displaced significantly from the carboxylate planes. Although the α examples tend to cluster in the region near the carboxylate plane, deviations up to 1.25 Å are observed, and ϕ values cover the range between 120 and 220°. The α-chelation pattern appears to be a particularly favorable configuration for binding Ca ions (Meehan, Einspahr & Bugg, 1979). We encountered 50 examples of carboxylate groups that possess an O or N atom attached to the atom in the α position. All of these examples display calcium binding in the α mode, except for one that binds a Ca ion in the bidentate mode (see Table 1: Glusker, Minkin & Soule, 1972) and three that do not bind a Ca ion at all (Table 1: Glusker, Minkin & Casciato, 1971; Mazid, Palmer & Balchin, 1976; Taga & Osaki, 1976).

The unidentate mode is the most common calcium-binding pattern that we encountered in these crystal structures. As expected, the geometry of the unidentate examples shows much more variability than that found in the bidentate or α modes. Nevertheless, there is a clear tendency for unidentate examples to cluster in rather well-defined regions about the carboxylate groups. The unidentate examples show some significant deviations from the carboxylate planes (as great as 2.2 Å), but the majority of these examples lie within 0.6 Å of the carboxylate planes. There are also a few unidentate examples that display Ca-O-C angles that are atypical of the general distribution. However, it is noteworthy that the unidentate calcium-carboxylate interactions show restricted geometries, despite the absence of the constraints of chelation that encourage the clustering of Ca ions in particular regions.

It is not clear what factors might account for the observed bilobal distribution of unidentate examples. However, the distribution appears to be somewhat similar to that expected for the distribution of lone pairs of electrons on the carboxylate O atoms. Qualitative models for the electronic configuration of carboxylate O atoms describe the two unshared pairs of electrons on the O atoms in terms of $sp^2$ hybrid orbitals, which define diffuse lobes of electron density that have maxima in the carboxylate plane along directions of about 120° from the C–O bonds; residual electron density distributions resembling that expected for $sp^2$ hybridization have been observed in a variety of crystalline systems (Coppens, 1977). Assuming that Ca ions tend to interact with carboxylate O atoms along directions of maximum lone-pair electron density, one might expect to find calcium arrangements that display three general features: (1) Ca ions should show a preference for positions near the carboxylate plane, (2) there should be little tendency for Ca ions to lie at Ca-C-O angles near 180°, and (3) the Ca ions should cluster at Ca-C-O angles near 120° on both sides of the C–O bonds. These first two features are clearly apparent in the observed distributions. However, although the Ca ions in unidentate examples form two clusters on the sides of the C–O bonds, the preferred Ca-C-O angles seem to deviate somewhat from 120°.

Regardless of the specific forces that account for calcium-carboxylate interactions, one might reasonably expect that these interactions would be sensitive to environmental and steric factors. Steric factors may be partially responsible for the observed distribution of unidentate examples. Most of the unidentate examples that are situated between the carboxylate O atoms display Ca-O-C angles in the 110–140° range, which is similar to the range that would be expected for trigonal binding to a carboxylate O atom. However, the unidentate examples that lie on the side of the C–O bond away from the second carboxylate O atom display much larger Ca-O-C angles, primarily in the range of 150–170°. Large deviations from trigonal configurations might be attributed to steric interactions between Ca ions and substituents that are attached to the atoms in the α positions of the carboxylate derivatives. A substituent at this position will tend to be nearly coplanar with the carboxylate group. If the ligand is a suitable calcium ligand, a chelation is found almost without exception. However, if the substituent is unsuitable as a calcium ligand, repulsion between this substituent and the Ca ion would be expected. Such repulsions should result in Ca-O-C angles that are considerably larger than those found for the α mode. It is noteworthy that the distribution of α examples and the neighboring subdistribution of unidentate examples are almost nonintersecting; the few examples that lie in the overlap region represent unusual carboxylate derivatives, such as those that have only H atoms as the atoms in the α position (calcium formate; Burger, Fuess & Mason, 1977, Table 1).

The observed correlation between Ca-O distances and Ca-O-C angles (Fig. 9) is somewhat surprising, considering the other evidence that Ca ions show little tendency to be collinear with the C–O bonds. On the face of it, one might expect that shorter Ca-O distances represent stronger and, therefore, more favorable calcium-carboxylate interactions. If this were so, the distribution of Ca-O-C angles, at least in the unidentate case, should show a significant number of examples near 180°, the region that corresponds to the shorter Ca-O distances. An alternative interpretation of our findings might be proposed on the basis of the hypothesis that atoms in crystals have non-spherical effective shapes (Nyburg, 1979). If the carboxylate O atoms have oblate shapes, flattened along the direction of the C–O bond, then the shorter distances at Ca-O-C angles near 180° may not be indicative of stronger Ca-O interactions.

It is clear that, in the crystalline state, stereochemical factors influence the geometries of calcium-carboxylate interactions. However, considering the wide variety of crystalline environments that are
sampled in our survey, we feel that the dominant geometrical features may have significance beyond the solid state. We would expect, for example, that the geometries of the bidentate and \( \alpha \) modes would be relatively insensitive to environmental factors. The possibility remains that the observed distribution of the unidentate calcium-carboxylate geometries might be a consequence of crystallographic factors. Examination of nearest-neighbor interactions involving the carboxylate groups has not revealed any obvious crystallographic effects that might explain the restricted unidentate geometries, but a number of environmental factors that may be of significance have not been analyzed. Nevertheless, it appears likely that the unidentate distribution is also indicative of the calcium-carboxylate geometries that might be expected in other, noncrystalline environments.
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Abstract

\[ [\text{Re(C}_5\text{H}_5\text{)(CO)}_3], \text{CpRe(CO)}_3 (\text{Cp} = \eta^5\text{C}_5\text{H}_5) \text{ crystallizes in the monoclinic space group } P2_1/n \text{ with } a = 11.872 (3), b = 7.215 (1), c = 11.053 (1) \text{ Å}, \beta = 116.46 (2)^\circ, Z = 4, d_\text{c} = 2.626 \text{ Mg m}^{-3}. \text{ The intensity data were obtained by the conventional } \theta–2\theta \text{ scan technique and the structure has been refined to } R_p = 0.0206 \text{ and } R_\text{w}(F) = 0.0190 \text{ for 1284 observed reflections } [I \geq 2\sigma(I)]. \text{ The Re(CO)}_3 \text{ moiety has } C_{3v} \text{ symmetry; the average } \text{Re–C(O) distance is } 1.894 (4) \text{ Å } \text{(i.e. very close to the predicted double-bond value of 1.94 Å) and the Re–C–O angle is } 177.7 (4)^\circ. \text{ The cyclopentadienyl ring is almost perfectly planar (largest deviation, 0.003 Å). The variation of C–C bond lengths within the ring indicates some tendency for localized bonding, which is quite unexpected for molecules of this type which possess effective cylindrical symmetry. This observation, however, may account for the anomalous vibrational spectroscopic results reported for this molecule, as well as for the deviation from } D_{5h} \text{ symmetry of the Cp ring itself as}]
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